T his paper describes the application of digital image processing and pattern recognition techniques to assist in diagnosing neurological disorders. In medical practices the posture and movement of a human subject through his/her gait cycle contains information that is used by an experienced clinician to determine the mental health of a patient. An image processing based system can be used to automate this process and produce quanti®ed results. This is achieved by processing, extracting and classifying joint angle information from still images of a human subject's gait. Several new algorithms are devised to process and extract the required information from the images: a new edge extraction technique is used to assist in image segmentation; a technique based on correlating images from dierent parts of a gait is used to obtain complete information about a subject's posture; and an algorithm based on the Hough Transform is used to obtain the limb joint angles and swing distances of a subject. Joint angles and swing distances obtained from normal and patient subjects are then used in training and verifying classi®cations using a feed-forward neural network and a fuzzy clustering algorithm.
Introduction
Current diagnoses of many neurological disorders, such as Parkinson's disease, involve the observation of the posture and movement of the human giant. Disorders which can also aect movement and posture are strokes and head injuries. All of them have dierent visual symptoms from which an experienced clinician can diagnose the type and degree of severity of the disorder. However, this approach tends to be subjective and may result in inconsistent diagnosis. This has inspired the need to incorporate a more consistent and quantitative approach using computers to automate the analysis.
Simple forms of image analysis have already been applied to the problem of quantising human gait and posture [2, 5, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14] . These proposals involve the attachment of small high contrast markers to the subject's body, which are used as reference points in extracting gait information. The image processing component of these methods are trivial, only involving the extraction of the high contrast markers within a video frame.
In this paper, we propose a simple and a potentially more eective approach. Instead of attaching markers to the joint angles, image frames are obtained from a video camera. These image frames are processed and the representative features which help the clinicians in diagnosis, such as the joint angles and relative limbswing-distances, are extracted. These parameters are then used to train a decision-making system based on a feed-forward neural network or a Fuzzy-C-Means clustering algorithm. Each of these two classi®ers is then used to classify new samples into a``normal'' or`p atient'' category in order to evaluate the performance of these two classi®ers. This system may assist clinicians in identifying the visual parameters that are dominant in diagnosing dierent disorders. The objective of the system is to assist the clinician in providing accurate and timely (real-time) diagnosis. By the term``real-time'' we mean the examinee could learn about the diagnostic results before leaving the examination room.
The following procedural simpli®cations were made for this initial investigation:
(a) Instead of digitising the images from a camera, prerecorded video is used. This should not aect the quality of analysis, and can provide an accurate estimate of processing times. (b) Some laboratory environment is used to ensure the quality and consistency of images obtained. In particular, the subjects are required to wear a body suit and walk across the view of the camera and in front of a consistent backdrop. The front leg and upper body of the body suit is made of a dark colored material, the back leg is made of a light colored material, and the arms have a color in between these two.
This paper presents the details of the processing techniques and the system in three sections:``General Functionality of the System'' gives a summary of the general functionality and the methodology used in the system;``Analysis and Diagnosis'' describes the methods used for analysing and diagnosing patients;``Experiments'' describes the experiments used to evaluate the performance of the system; and the last section draws conclusions from this work.
General Functionality of the System
The system described in this paper consists of hardware and software components. The hardware components assist in sampling still images of a subject during a gait cycle, which are then processed in software. The hardware set-up consists of the following components: a video camera/recorder, and a PC with frame grabber. In particular, non-specialised hardware is used, where all components are relatively inexpensive and readily available. The process of obtaining an image is shown in Figures 1 and 2 . The total time required for processing an image in software is roughly 30 seconds on a Pentium 60. Thus, the total processing time required from obtaining an image using a camera to obtaining a classi®cation would be in the order of a few minutes. This ensures that patients can learn about the outcome of the diagnosis before leaving the examination room.
The software component consists of ®ve main processing stages, which are segmentation, body 
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restoration, skeletonisation, joint angle calculation and classi®cation. To overcome the problems associated with simple thresholding, a novel approach to segmentation based on edge extraction using exponentially dropping edge thresholds is introduced. After segmentation, the subject's upper body has a large concavity left by the front arm. To correct this, a correlation algorithm that uses an image from another part of the gait as a reference is proposed. After the various body parts have been segmented and skeletonised, the limb joint angles can be calculated using a novel algorithm based on the Hough Transform [4] . Swing distances are also calculated from the skeleton. These angles and swing distances are then used for training and classi®cation by a feed-forward network and by a Fuzzy-C-Means clustering algorithm.
Analysis and Diagnosis
This section describes the methods used for analysis and diagnosis.``Segmentation algorithms investigated '' describes alternative segmentation algorithms that have been investigated for use in this application, and looks at the performance of several edge detectors. Edge detection is the ®rst step of the new segmentation method described in``A new segmentation algorithm'' This method seems to out-perform the others in terms of segmentation accuracy for the images processed. Nevertheless, there are other methods, such as deformable templates [19] and snakes [9] , that may provide better segmentation results. However, they are known to be computationally expensive, so they are not considered for use in this application.``Body restoration'' describes how the upper body that has been obscured by the front arm can be restored by correlating a reference image and the image under examination.``Joint angle calculation'' describes how the Hough Transform [4, 15] , can be used for calculating joint angles.
Segmentation algorithms investigated
Segmentation [4, 7] subdivides an images into its constituent parts or regions, such as the extraction of an arm (and nothing else). The accuracy and reliability of this step is crucial to the eventual success or failure of an analysis, because important features are extracted from the results of segmentation. Several standard segmentation techniques were investigated, which included simple thresholding, automatic thresholding, local averaging, very high boost ®ltering, pixel-similarity, and Hong and Rosenfeld segmentation.
Simple thresholding involves classifying a pixel as belonging to a particular object if its gray-scale value is above/below a prede®ned threshold. The main problem with this method of object extraction is that it rarely extracts the desired object accurately. Usually parts of the background and other regions with the same grayscale value are also extracted, which can become a problem in later stages. Another problem is that success also depends on the brightness consistency of the image, because the threshold levels was chosen with assumptions about the gray-scale levels in the regions of interest. Often images are taken at dierent times with dierent set-ups and conditions, so brightness consistency is not always guaranteed. An elaboration of this simple method involves ®nding the threshold dynamically and automatically. Automatic thresholding is based on simple thresholding with the exception that the threshold is found automatically by examining the histogram of the image. Figure 3(b) shows the results of applying this algorithm.
Some parts of the background also tends to be extracted due to the global nature of the thresholding operation. The shape of the extracted objects is distorted in the process. 
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The method of local averaging was used in an attempt to improve the accuracy of segmentation by utilising the results of automatic thresholding. The result of applying this algorithm to the arm region of the original image in Figure 3 (a) is shown in Figure 7 . Although some parts of the front arm were extracted quite accurately, some desired regions were missed and many other parts of the image were extracted as well.
One reason why thresholding has so many problems is that the pixel values of dierent regions can be quite similar. The separation between pixel values can be increased by using the highboost ®lter [4] with an extra boost. The de®nition of the high-boost ®lter, in terms of the original image (Original ), the low-pass ®ltered image (LowPass) and the high-pass ®ltered image (HighPass) is given by,
where,

HighPass Original À LowPass
After high-boost ®ltering and truncating the pixel values at 255, the body can be extracted by region growing. Figure 8 shows the result of high boost ®ltering with A=4.3 after truncating at 255. Figure 9 shows the result of using A=2.6 after truncating at 255. The result of extracting the arms and body is shown in Figures 10 and  11 respectively. Notice that some parts of the background were also extracted. Figure 11 reveals how a part of the back arm was extracted as a part of the body. Later processing stages would require the skeleton of the segmented image to be extracted. Joint angles are calculated from the skeleton, so the presence of this 
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artefact will distort the angles. This artefact was impossible to remove by adjusting the factor A because part of that arm is in the shadow of the body, so it has a region of pixels having values close to that of the body nearby.
The problems encountered with the previous methods are due to the global nature of the algorithmsÐthey do not take into account the local dierences in an image. The next technique is based on region growing with bias towards the pixels that are similar in value to the pixel under examination: the n most similar neighborhood pixel values of a center pixel are clustered into the same object as the center pixel. The result of applying this algorithm to Figure 3 (a) is shown in Figure 12 , where n was set to three. The marble eect is due to high sensitivity of the algorithm to variations in contrast. This sensitivity can be reduced by increasing the value of n, however this also results in some regions being overgrown because of decreased sensitivity. No optimal value of n was found.
The next algorithm investigated is the one proposed by Hong and Rosenfeld [6] for segmenting images using compact region extraction using weighted pixel linking in a pyramid. The result of applying this algorithm to a high boost ®ltered image with A set to 2.6 (shown in Figure 9 ), is shown in Figure 13 . The resultant image shows that not all of the desired regions were extracted properly, but were extracted in bits and pieces. The reason for this is that this algorithm works well only for images with compact regions. A compact region is a region that roughly has the same dimensions in width and height, which is clearly not the case in this application. This is evident in Figure 13 where the extracted regions tend to be compactÐthis is also true for the black body and the black leg.
The segmentation techniques discussed previously ere based on region extraction, where focus was on thresholding and region growing. Edge detection is the problem of extracting edges from an image. The problem of region extraction and edge detection can be reduced to each other; that is solving one also solves the other.
The Sobel [4, 7] , operators are a set of 3 by 3 convolution masks that estimate the gradient of an image at the center of the masks. The masks approximate the magnitude of the gradient vector,
where G x fax, G y fay, x is the horizontal direction, y is the vertical direction. The gradient can be approximated by rf % |G x |+|G y |. The advantage of Sobel operators is that it provides smoothing as well as ®nding the derivative, which tend to cancel out the noise enhanced by the derivative operation.
The variance [17] of a discrete random variable X is given by,
where m x is the expected value of X, and P i is the probability of x i occurring . A 3 by 3 mask is used which moves over the whole image, and for each position the center pixel is replaced with the variance within the mask. Let X be a random variable mapping all nine possible outcomes in the mask to an integer representing a pixel value in the range [0,255]. Therefore, x i represents the pixel values in the mask. Then m x is the average of the pixels within the 3 by 3 mask since all x i has an equally likely outcomes; that is P i is equal to one ninth. In addition, K is equal to nine since there are nine possible outcomes.
The result of applying the variance is shown in Figure  15 . This can be compared to the results obtained using Sobel Edge operators in Figure 14 . There are noticeable dierences between the two: the variance operation gave sharper edges and had less background noise than the one using Sobel operators.
A new segmentation algorithm
Due to the problems associated with the aforementioned segmentation techniques, a new algorithm is proposed and investigated. The segmentation algorithm ®rstly involves edge detection using the variance method as described in``Segmentation algorithms investigated ''. An initial low level constant threshold is subsequently applied to remove some low intensity noise components. The resulting image is then thresholded using the new method to produce a binary edge image, on which region ®lling is performed to extract the required objects. The new thresholding algorithm involves using a threshold that is exponential in shape and which is 
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continually adjusted until the required number of objects that meet a certain criteria, such as size and shape, have been extracted.
Edge images have varying edge intensities depending on the contrast in pixel values between homogeneous regions in an image. Sometimes edges of interest have intensities close to that produced by noise, so consequently no amount of threshold adjustment will extract the required edges without signi®cantly including noise components. In this work, most of the signi®cant edge noises appear in areas of shadow, resulting in noise components that are in close proximity to an edge. A solution is proposed: instead of having a constant threshold for the whole image, an exponential threshold 1 is applied to each scan line of the image. The exponential threshold originates at the highest pixel value of the scan line and drops o exponentially to both sides with all pixels having values below this threshold set to zero. The highest pixel value is noted as and edge pixel and saved on a separate image. The exponential threshold stops at the ®rst pixels on both sides of the maximum with values higher than this threshold. This process is then repeated on the next pixel with the highest values on the scan line, until all pixels on the scan line have been examined. The edges are built up in such a way that even small intensity edges can be picked up, whilst rejecting signi®cant noise components close to an edge. The rate of drop o for the threshold is governed by a time constant, which is continually varied (from a high value to a low value) until the required objects have been extracted. This algorithm is summarized below.
. For each scan line,
. While the scan line does not have all values zero, . ®nd the highest peak in the scan line and record this point as part of an edge, . starting at the peak, calculate the exponential Ae Àia( for both sides of the peak, where A is the peak amplitude in the range (0,255], i is the distance from the peak in terms of number of pixels, ( is the time constant with units of pixels. Note that ( need not be an integer. . Set consecutive pixels adjacent to both sides of the peak with values less than the corresponding exponential value to zero; otherwise, stop at the ®rst points where the pixels have higher values than the exponential values, . repeat the loop . repeat the loop How rapidly the exponential threshold drops o depends on the time constant (. There is a ( such that noise components are removed and the desired edges extracted. This is because an insensitive area exists around the peak where edges cannot be detected, so the larger the peak the less sensitive it is to noise. Because the threshold drops o, even thin edges can be detected. Peaks also tend to have¯atter tops meaning that pixels close to the peak have values greater than the exponential threshold. This implies that those pixels will be a part of the edge as well Ð this is desirable since the extracted edges will be more well de®ned.
Once the edges have been extracted, noise components can be removed by growing a region for all distinct parts of the image, and then removing those that have region sizes less than a prede®ned threshold value. The resulting image is then ®lled with unique identi®ers for separate enclosed regions. As the regions are now slightly smaller than the original region because of the added area of the edges, a series of dilations 2 are also performed on those regions.
The next part is to determine the value of (. A small value would make the edge extraction sensitive, and a large value would make it insensitive. The optimal value is dierent for dierent images, so it should adjusted automatically. The method used to determine the optimal value of ( compares the number of regions extracted with the expected number. The following algorithm extracts the required regions:
. for each ( starting high (at about 1.2) and ending low (at about 0.4) in steps of 70.1, . extract the edges using exponential threshold drop-o, . for each pixel in the edge image that is not an edge and not part of region already grown, . start growing a region at this point with a unique identi®er (value),
. if the region is too small (less than 250 pixels) re-label the region as background, . repeat the loop . repeat the loop with the next ( if the required number of objects has not been extracted
It is important that ( starts high so that the edges are insensitive, and then move towards increasing sensitivity. This achieves the best possible segmentation with this method because noise is then minimized. If ( starts o low, although the required number of regions might be extracted, it may also contain more noise-aected edge components.
The operation of this exponential threshold is illustrated in Figure 6 . This algorithm was applied to the image in Figure 3 (a) and its result is shown in Figure  3 (c). The improvement over the automatically thresholded images shown in Figure 3 (b) can be observed. The back arm was extracted properly despite the fact that it is in the shadow of the body, and only the required regions are extracted, in particular the head is not extracted.
Although straightforward implementation of this method is computationally expensive, substantial improvement can be achieved with an optimisation of the code using look-up tables for the exponential values, and limiting the search range and step size of (.
Body restoration
After segmentation, the front arm leaves a hole in the extracted upper body parts. This hole can be restored by correlating the combined arm and body objects from two images of the same person. These two images must come from dierent parts of the gait. One of these images is called the reference image, and the other is called the evaluation image from which the actual gait information is extracted. The reference image must not have the front arm in the same position as the one in the evaluation image.
The correlation operation results in an upper body without holes, which can then be used to combine with the original body using a logical OR operation to obtain the restored body. This algorithm assumes that the body does not alter much in position through the gait, whilst the hand does. To reduce the amount of computation required the tip of the shoulder is used as a vertical reference point, so that correlation only need to be 2 Dilation is a morphological operation that dilates a region in a binary image by a ®xed amount. It has an inverse called erosion that erodes a region by ®xed amount.
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performed in the horizontal direction. The procedure of body restoration is as follows:
. segment the evaluation image using the exponential edge threshold algorithm, . combine the arm and body into one region, . segment the reference image using the exponential edge threshold algorithm, . combine the arm and body into one region, . position the two combined regions such that the top most point of the arm coincide; this is the center point, . move one region over the other in the horizontal direction from the center point minus 30 pixels to the center point plus 30 pixels (this assumes that the top point of the arm does not move more than 30 pixels from the one in the reference image), and each time add up the number of overlapping pixels between the two regions, . ®nd the horizontal position with the highest number of overlapping pixels, and record the resulting image, . perform a logical OR operation between the resulting image and the original partial body from the evaluation image to get the restored body.
The restoration procedure is depicted in Figure 4 . The medial axis transformation is then used to ®nd the skeleton of the extracted regions. The dierence in skeleton accuracy of the extracted regions with and without body restoration can be observed in Figures  5(a) and 16 respectively.
Joint angle calculation
After the body parts have been segmented, they are skeletonised using an algorithm based on the de®nition of the medial axis transformation [4] of a region. Branch removal is then performed to obtain three main skeletal branches as shown in Figure 5 (a).
The branch removal algorithm uses a list data structure to keep track of all the skeletal branches that spawn out of main branch. Starting at one end of a skeletal branch, new branches on the skeleton are added to the list, and at the end, only the longest branch is retained.
Each of the three main skeletal branches are then divided into limb sections, such as the upper arm and lower arm, based on the ratio of the total skeleton length and the limb section length. These ratios are estimates based on anthropometric measures. The Hough Transform [4, 15] , is then performed on these skeletal limbs to extract straight lines for angles calculation.
The Hough Transform [4, 15] , is traditionally used for edge linking, where the aim is to link together separate segments of lines in an image. This method transforms an image into the parameter space; that is the image is represented by the parameters of straight lines from the image plane in the parameter space. If x i and y i vary such that a and b remain constant, the result is a point in the parameter space with a and b as its axis, as shown in Figure 17 . The transformed image must also be quantised. This is a matter of using a two dimensional matrix with the desired number of elements for a and b. The higher number of elements the higher Figure 16 . Skeleton of segmented image before body restoration.
the resolution and accuracy of the transform. The disadvantage of using the slope±intercept form of the straight line is that the gradient becomes in®nity for vertical lines. To overcome this problem the normal representation of a line is used, x os y sin &X This is shown graphically in Figure 18 . The transformed image has a min of 790 degrees, mx of +90 degrees, & min of À 2D p pixels, and & mx of 2D p pixels, where D is the distance between the corners of the original image in pixels.
This algorithm was implemented with 400 divisions and 700 & divisions. has a maximum span of only 180, but by using a higher number of divisions a larger degree of separation can be achieved between straight lines. & was chosen so that there is a resolution of two pixels in the image domain. This method is used to obtain the parametric representations of the various limb sections. The Hough Transform matrix cell with the highest value represents a line in the most likely straight line through a limb section. The absolute angle of this line can then be found immediately by reading the coordinate of this cell.
To ®nd the joint angles, some assumptions had to be made about the structure and movement limitations of the human body. The following assumptions were made.
1. The hip joint angleÐthe angle between the body and the upper legÐis always more than 20 degrees. This is a reasonable assumption, as the person would have to be bending down to achieve this angle. 
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2. The knee joint angleÐthe angle between the upper leg and the lower legÐis always more than 90 degrees. This is again quite reasonable, as the person would have to be running to achieve knee angles of less than 90 degrees.
The calculation of the hip joint and the knee joint angles then becomes straightforward. Let limbl and limb2 be the absolute angles of two limbs about a joint. Then the internal joint angle between the two limbs, joint is given by:
The calculation of the two ankle joint angles and the front-elbow joint angle is slightly more involved. To ®nd these angles, ®rstly, the expected joint position is calculated from the absolute angle of the two limbs. If both limbs lie on the same side of the vertical axis through the joint position then the internal angle of the joint is found by talking the absolute value of the dierence of the absolute angles of the limbs. If the limbs lie on opposite sides of this vertical axis, then that absolute value must be subtracted from 180 degrees. This idea is illustrated in Figure 19 .
Another case to consider is the situation where one of the limbs is vertical. Here the absolute angle of the vertical limb is 790 degrees 3 . This is undesirable, as it becomes ambiguous as to whether or not it is necessary to subtract the result from 180 degrees. One way of overcoming this problem is to assign the correct vertical angle (either 790 or +90 degrees) to a vertical limb. A vertical limb has an absolute angle of 790 degrees if it is an upper/lower limb and the lower/upper limb is to the left/right of the joint position. The vertical limb has an absolute angle of +90 degrees if it is an upper/lower limb and the lower/upper limb is to the right/left of the joint. If both limbs are vertical then set one of them to +90 degrees and the other to 790 degrees. Then the required joint angle is the absolute value of the dierence between the two corrected absolute limb angles. It is important to note that these angles are only approximations to the actual skeletal joint angles of the subject. Figure 20 shows the user interface of the system along with the results of angle calculations for the skeleton in Figure 5 (a). The skeleton in the middle of the ®gure represents the straight-line approximation of the actual skeleton on the left. This straight-line skeleton was generated using the inverse Hough Transform [4, 15] . Only the original points that coincided on the straightline segments are shown. To convey additional visual information to the clinician, the straight-line segments are interpolated to generate a stick ®gure as shown in 
Decision making by neural network and fuzzy classi®er
After the joint angles have been extracted, they are fed into the decision system. Two dierent decision systems, a feed-forward neural network [12] and a fuzzy classi®er [1] , were used for classifying the joint and angles. The decision system was ®rst trained o-line with a subset of the available sample joint angles, and then later used for classifying unseen samples. The performances of these two classi®ers are described in the next section.
Other types of classi®ers could have been used instead of the neural network and the fuzzy classifer, for 
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example the statistical classi®er. One of the reasons why this classi®er was not considered in the experiments is that statistical classi®ers are intrinsically linear or quadratic. However, by the nature of the classi®ca-tion problem encountered here, it is highly likely that better results can be obtained by using non-linear classi®ers. The feed-forward neural network and the fuzzy classi®er are non-linear classi®ers, which is why they were considered for the following experiments.
Experiments
Two experiments were carried out to evaluate the performance of the system. In the ®rst experiment a fuzzy classi®er and feed-forward neural network was used. In the second experiment, only a feed-forward neural network was used.
Experiment 1
In the ®rst experiment, 40 joint angles measurements were taken from 20 human subjects (about half were patients with Parkinson's disease and the other half were normal). A feed-forward neural network was used which had one input layer, one output layer and two hidden layers. There were ®ve processing elements in the input layer (one for each input angle), four in the ®rst hidden layer, three in the second hidden layer, and two in the output layer. One of the elements in the output layer represents a normal classi®cation, and the other represents a patient classi®cation.
A hold-ten-out scheme of training was used, where thirty samples were used for training and the other ten used for testing. Those ten samples were then put back into the training samples and a separate set of ten samples was used for testing. This process is repeated until all four sets of ten training samples had been used. The results are summarized in Table 1 .
Notice that the classi®cation for the fourth sample is better than the other three. This re¯ects the fact that the number of samples used is extremely important in obtaining a reliable classi®cation. Due to a shortage of samples, it is likely that a few critical samples can aect the performance of the whole classi®cation.
A pattern recognition system based on the Fuzzy-CMeans clustering algorithm was also tested on the same sample set. Two types of classi®ers were used: the k nearest neighbor classi®er (kNNC), and the k nearest prototype classi®er (kNPC). The same data set as above was used for training and classi®cation, and the results are shown in Table 2 .
The clustering algorithm also produces prototypes for normal and patient categoriesÐthese are``typical'' angle patterns for each cluster. For example, for the fourth training set the patient prototype is: elbow joint=163.0 degrees, back ankle joint=104.0 degrees, front ankle joint=87.0 degrees, knee joint=167.0 degrees, hip joint=170.0 degrees; and the normal prototype is: elbow joint=156.0 degrees, back ankle joint=105.0 degrees, front ankle joint=116.0 degrees, knee joint=154.0 degrees, hip joint=171.0 degrees. These results could assist clinicians in visualising the important features of a diagnosis.
Experiment 2
A second experiment was carried out in which 52 samples were used, 40 of which were the ones from Experiment 1. In addition to the ®ve joint angles, two more features were extracted from the images for this experiment. They were the relative horizontal distance from the tip of the front hand to the shoulder, and the relative horizontal distance between the toes. The absolute distances were normalized to the total length of the body to obtain the relative distance. A feedforward neural network with seven input elements, nine hidden elements, and two output elements was used. The hold-two-out and hold-one-out [3] strategies were employed for classi®cation, and the results compared. The results are summarized in Table 3 .
The results in this experiment demonstrate the fact that better results can be obtained by using more features and more data samples for training the neural network. There is also a slight improvement in the classi®cation rate of the hold-one-out scheme over the hold-two-out scheme. The training was performed such that the network is not over specialized on the training data to maintain a certain degree of classi®cation generality. The error in training was maintained at approximately 5%.
Conclusions
A system has been developed that can potentially automate and assist the process of diagnosing patients with neurological disorders. Various techniques and algorithms are developed speci®cally for this purpose. Solutions are provided for the problem of segmenting the image and restoring a human subject's body that has been distorted by the front arm. A robust algorithm for approximating the skeletal joint angles of a human subject is also proposed. Two decision systems are investigated: a neural network system and a pattern recognition system based on the Fuzzy-CMeans clustering algorithm. The neural network gave slightly better classi®cation results. The Fuzzy-CMeans algorithm gave quanti®ed results of``typical'' features in a patient or normal category that could assist clinicians in quantifying a diagnosis. Further experimentation with a larger data set using the holdtwo-out and the hold-one-out classi®cation strategy shows that using a larger data set for training yields better results.
